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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Administration: Joe Wisley
1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it focus on one language more
than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship, Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism,
Discipleship)
The main focus of this ministry is on caring for and equipping the staff and volunteers of C3 to be
successful in their ministry efforts. By doing this, by loving our staff and volunteers well, the hope is they
will be better equipped and prepared to love others in the name of Christ.
2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify it and explain why?
The main area of focus is on the staff members and volunteers here at C3.
3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish? Provide sufficient details
that anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how the ministry functions well enough to know
whether they might volunteer to be a part of it.
This ministry is focused on caring for staff and volunteers as PEOPLE FIRST and then as producers in their
ministry areas second. This ministry looks for ways to encourage, support, and build up our ministry
team leaders.
4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected outcomes from it? In what
ways will it please the Boss?
Success will be measured by whether or not our staff and ministry leaders feel empowered, equipped
and supported to be their most successful selves in their ministry efforts.
5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry have a budget last year?
What is the proposed budget this year for this ministry?
Only those area required by the staff to successfully accomplish their goals. The budget for this ministry
is related to resourcing and equipping our staff leaders and will be changing year to year based upon
staff and leader needs related to continuing education, conferences, and other support needs. Currently
the budget will be set for $3000 for ’21-22.
6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master Plan (3 years ago), are
there significant changes proposed for this year? New goals? Expansion or contraction?
This ministry has always existed. The only major changes year to year relate to how best to serve our
current team leaders.
7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this ministry.
There is currently no set plan for training and incorporating volunteers into this ministry. If a volunteer
expressed a particular passion toward this ministry he or she would collaborate with the Lead Minister
and come up with a plan of support.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Teaching/Mentoring Ministry: John Clark
1. How does this ministry contribute to speaking love to The Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than the others?
This ministry focuses primarily on the language of Transformation. It equips
ministry leaders in the use of the gifts of teaching, leading, and encouraging. As a
mentor, this ministry leader helps develop maturity in decision-making and
leading with influence. As a teaching ministry this ministry leader uses knowledge
and experience to answer theological and managerial questions for staff leaders
and ministry leaders.
2. Is there a specific segment of the Organization on which this ministry
focuses?
This ministry is not age specific; but it does concentrate on mentoring staff
leaders and ministry leaders. Primarily, it finds its greatest value with and among
the paid staff. However, it is not limited to paid staff, and has value for part time
and volunteer leaders as well.
3. Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
This ministry is unique in that at present only one person is working in this area.
It will never be a group activity; but may tat times involve more than one person.
The mentoring is simply the passing along of experience in managing people,
problems, and decisions when they fall outside the guidance of the basic
processes of the church. The teaching is on a deeper level for those seeking
answers to either theological or methodological issues. This person would be a
good person to consult for advice when casting vision or handling division or
dissention in the church.
4. How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please The Boss?
Measurements for the success of this ministry must be measured in longer terms
than most. Maturity takes time to develop. However, when successful results
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should be seen in fewer errors of judgement among leaders; clearer expectations
for ministry leaders; and positive morale among the paid staff.
5. What are the building requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry have
a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year?
This ministry only requires office space for the individual involved in it. It has to
budget of its own, but does tap into other budgets from time to time as those to
whom it ministers adapt and change their values due to its effectiveness.
6. Is this a new ministry?
This ministry exists only when necessary and particularly at times of transition or
succession. When experience and maturity need to pass from one generation to
the next, this ministry becomes significant. Therefore, from time to time, no one
will function in it; and at other times there may be more than one person
functioning in it.
7. Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
This ministry will be designated and made operational at the discretion of the
elders. It requires no volunteers. It should be noted that anyone serving in this
capacity should be required to use any other gifts they have for the benefit of the
congregation while they are serving in this role. IE: preaching, teaching Life
Groups and Growth Groups, singing, planning special events, etc.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
C3 Kids: Joy Elzinga

1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship,
Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship)
C3Kids speaks many languages to God. C3Kids spends time adoring
Him and teaching children about praising and adoration. We pray that
through our programming and love, transformation occurs in each kid
and throughout their family. This transformation is one that comes
from Him and only through Him. Our volunteers and Heros provide
compassion and companionship as they invest in each child’s life. As
children see and feel this love, they will learn to give this back to
other’s and to God Himself.
2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify
it and explain why?
C3Kids focuses largely on the kids of this community but encompasses
the entire family. As we minister to children and teach them about the
love of Jesus, we work alongside their families. C3Kids works to teach
kids and families alike to GROW in God’s love and then GO into the
world and enlarge His kingdom.
3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how
the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer to be
a part of it.
C3Kids main programming occurs on Sunday mornings from 84511:30. We offer Christ-centered teaching, activities, games, and
learning for kids birth- 6th grade. All ages have small group and large
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group instruction during the morning with dedicated adults and high
school students who invest in our C3Kids.
DGroup is a 5th-6th grade bi-weekly Bible study. This happens
throughout the school year and is a time of fellowship, teaching, and
more FUN.
C3Kids hosts events throughout the year for kids and families. These
events differ in purpose and goal but all point kids to Jesus and
families to being the primary disciples of their children.
4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
C3Kids exists to partner with families to GROW children in Jesus so
that they can GO out into the world for Him. When children
experience Jesus’ love from C3Kids Heroes and servants, and then
share that love with others around them, C3Kids is successful.
God is pleased when He sees people…children…love Him back and
share the love that He freely gives with others.
5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
C3Kids requires space on Sunday mornings and during the DGroup
times in the month. This ministry will use rooms in the basement, the
Early Childhood wing, and theLOFT each Sunday. DGroup meetings
will occur in the basement.
The budget for the current year is $7,000.
6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this year? New
goals? Expansion or contraction?
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N/A
7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
C3Kids Heros are recruited throughout the year, but largely in the
month of August. As new volunteers are needed and found, they are
trained by the C3Kids Director and training videos appropriate for their
role in C3Kids. Heroes are asked many questions to find a good fit in
C3Kids that God has called them to, where He will use them, and
where He will grow them as His followers.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Early Childhood: Ashley Otto

1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship,
Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship)
Early childhood would fall under Worship, Fellowship, Service &
Discipleship. Worship because we all get together as a group for Large Group
Worship where we sing, learn the Bible story & play a game together.
Fellowship and Discipleship because either through classroom time or Large
Group Worship time the kids are learning together about a Bible story and the
volunteers are able to feed them weekly. Also early childhood is a service to
parents. This is a time they can have uninterrupted God time.
2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify
it and explain why?
Early childhood serves children birth through Kindergarten.
3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how
the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer to be
a part of it.
The early childhood area at C3 offers an area for parents to bring their
kids from birth-kindergarten to learn the love of Jesus. In our infants and
toddlers we ask for loving people to come love on, hold, play and read to the
little kids. Then from 2 to kindergarten kids learn in both a classroom time and
a Large Group Worship time. Classroom time is more of a small one on one
base learning the Bible story and doing a small craft. Large Group Worship time
is 2 classes together at a time singing, dancing, learning more of the Bible story
for that week and playing a game together.
4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
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The way early childhood can be measured as a success and to please the
Boss is when you hear little kids explaining to their parents what their craft or
paper means. Retelling the story in their way to others. It is an exciting thing to
hear little kids repeat what they learned/heard that day!

5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
The early childhood uses 6 rooms on Sunday morning, plus an office area
for the director. We use the kitchen and gym as well. There was a budget last
year and it will remain the same for the following year.
6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this year? New
goals? Expansion or contraction?
This is not a new ministry to C3’s Master Plan. The only new significant
change is the director of the early childhood area. As the new director my goals
would be to have a better handle on curriculum writing, updating the
classrooms (ie paint, pictures, toys), and overall to get to know the families well
enough to really be able to love on them and help them in any way that I can!
7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
The training for an early childhood volunteer would be to connect with
either Joy or I and then we can talk to them to see where they might be
interested in serving. We then have a background check that the volunteer
needs to complete. After that is complete and going through the volunteer
handbook we can plug the volunteer into a spot.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Kid’s Hope: Ashley Otto
1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship,
Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship)
Kids Hope Ministry would fall under Service, Fellowship & Evangelism.
Kids Hope provides a service to kids who are in need of some quality one on one
time. With that one on one time fellowship is also how Kids Hope spreads love
to the Boss. By having a mentor who shows up weekly for their one hour of time
with a child they are spreading God’s love, evangelism. Also not only are the
children being mentored showed love, their families are poured into as well.
2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify
it and explain why?
Kids Hope Ministry specifically at C3 focuses on 18 and older as mentors.
But as the program its self focuses on kids kindergarten through sixth grade.
3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how
the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer to be
a part of it.
Kids Hope Ministry provides a student in kindergarten through sixth grade
who is referred to the program a mentor who they will meet with 1 day a week
for 1 hour 1 on 1. During this time the student and their mentor will play a
game, create a craft or write a note, do some academics, and mainly to have
some time to talk about anything they need or want to. The quality 1 on 1 time
with their mentor is a precious hour for the mentor to show them the love Jesus
has for them!
4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
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Success can be hard physically notice in some children in Kids Hope while
others the outer physical smiles, head held high, laughing and social interaction
can be a measured success of pleasing the Boss. While other students might not
show the outer physical success, some kids emotional well being of having their
mentor show up for them every week for their hour is a measured success of
pleasing the Boss, and it could be only the Boss that knows that success.
5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
The building requirements for Kids Hope is the use of an office and a
storage closet. Most of our building usage is in the physical school buildings.
This ministry does have a budget and it is to remain the same for the coming
year.
6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this year? New
goals? Expansion or contraction?
No this is not a new ministry to the Master Plan. As the new director my
goals for this coming year is to be successful and matching most if not all
students with a mentor, being successful at recruiting and training new
mentors, and making sure this school year is successful for all mentors and
students and being available and open to all changes.
7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
The training process for new volunteers for Kids Hope begins with
recruiting and starting a screening process which includes a volunteer
application filled out, a criminal history check, a personal reference form and a
volunteer interview, which includes talking through what the ministry does and
how it works and if it can work in their schedule. After that the mentor will go
through the online mentor training and then a follow up meeting with the
director to discuss the training and any questions the potential mentor may
have. Once they have decided that this ministry is where they would like to
serve we match up the mentor with a prayer partner, someone who can
continually pray for both the mentor and student and someone the mentor can
10

trust in asking for any specific prayers for their student or the relationship.
Lastly we match up the mentor with their student.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Preschool: Yonda Grinslade
1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship,
Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship)
The Preschool Ministry would fall under service and evangelism. Service
because we offer a program that parents in the church need. Evangelism
because it is a service the community needs as well. The preschool can reach
people outside the church and love, support and educate them.
2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify
it and explain why?
The Preschool serves children ages 3-5 and supports their families.

3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how
the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer to be
a part of it.
The preschool operates to provide a faith based and developmentally
appropriate preschool for the community. We plant seeds of faith and love in
the lives of our students and hopefully shine our lights bright enough for the
families to see as well. We also ensure that children are ready for school both
academically and socially.

4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
Success can be measured on student enrollment and how prepared students are
for kindergarten. We hope to have 19-24 students enrolled and when they
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graduate, they will transition to kindergarten with ease. These goals are set to
benefit the students, yet we hope we have also planted the seeds of faith and
love in each student so it can be watered and harvested in time. By doing so we
are pleasing the boss by spreading His good news, and loving on His little
children.
5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
The preschool uses 2-3 classrooms in the Early Childhood area, plus an office for
the director and teachers use and supply space. We also use large group rooms,
the downstairs kitchen and the gym. The budget last year was set at $2,000 and
will remain the same for this year. The number will be adjusted as the church
learns the needs of the preschool. Since the preschool brings in money from
tuition it is unlike most ministries in the church and will take time to learn how
much is needed to operate the preschool. I foresee the budgeted amount from
the church will vary based on enrollment for each year.
6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this year? New
goals? Expansion or contraction?
The preschool is newer to the master plan to operate under the church’s
umbrella. It has existed for 3+ decades within the church building, but not under
the church’s oversight.
Last year was a good learning year for the preschool. We hired two new
teachers and updated the curriculum. The team worked really well together and
was happy with the changes made. We look forward to more enhancements
and growing our skills this school year. As enrollments are still coming in for the
year we will decide if a third classroom is needed. We are also contemplating
how we can better serve the community by possibly extending the hours and
days we operate. This year won’t be a year of change, but one of making plans.
7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
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The preschool currently doesn’t have volunteers from the congregation. Since
we are set up to have employees instead, they are given expectations of their
roles. Teachers are given full support from the director to ensure these
expectations are met. Training and support is given on an as needed basis.
If someone would like to volunteer with the preschool it could look like being a
guest reader/ speaker or helping the teachers prep materials or helping with a
special project.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
June 2021
Area of Ministry: C3 Online Presence
Person Taking Responsibility for this Ministry effort: Jeff Thompson
1. How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it focus on one language more
than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship, Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism,
Discipleship)
a. This ministry will strive to connect people to the body of Christ through our website and
app presence.
2. Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify it and explain why.
a. This ministry will partner with other ministry leaders in helping ensure people are able to
see how they can grow, connect, serve and share at C3.
3. Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish? Provide sufficient details that
anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how the ministry functions well enough to know
whether they might volunteer to be a part of it.
a. The C3 Online presence is multi-faceted. The website is created for anyone who may
search for C3 online and want to see what we are all about and how they can connect with
us. The C3 app is more designed for those who already know what we are about and are
somewhat connected with us. The app will provide much of the same information as the
website but will also send out reminders of events coming or videos just released.
4. How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected outcomes from it? In what
ways will it please the Boss?
a. There aren’t any real tangible ways to measure the success. The desired outcome would
be that all who want to find us and stay connected with us would be able to do so through
the efforts of our website/app presence.
5. What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry have a budget last year?
What is the proposed budget this year for this ministry?
a. This ministry doesn’t require any building use.
b. Yes, this ministry had a budget last year.
c. The proposed budget would be $3,000.
6. Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master Plan (3 years ago), are
there significant changes proposed for this year? New goals? Expansion or contraction?
a. This is not a new ministry. This is a ministry that functions under the responsibility of the
current Associate Minister. The vision for what C3’s future online presence will look like is
a topic of conversation, but no definite vision set yet.
7. Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this ministry.
a. At this point this ministry will continue to be managed by a C3 staff member. If a vision for
expanding our C3 online presence expands there may be opportunities for additional
ministry partnerships.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
June 2021
Area of Ministry: Hospitality
Person Taking Responsibility for this Ministry effort: Jeff Thompson
1. How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it focus on one language more
than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship, Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism,
Discipleship)
a. This ministry will strive to connect people to the body of Christ through Hospitality. The
hospitality ministry is designed make sure everyone that walks through the church doors
feels seen and welcome.
2. Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify it and explain why.
a. The main demographic that this ministry will serve is the adults. This ministry will partner
with other ministry leaders in helping ensure people are welcomed and know how they
can connect in the many different areas of ministry at C3.
3. Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish? Provide sufficient details that
anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how the ministry functions well enough to know
whether they might volunteer to be a part of it.
a. The end goal for hospitality at C3 is lives transformed by the gospel as they begin a
relationship with Christ and live a Christ-centered daily life. We accomplish this goal by
making sure that everyone who walks through the doors of C3 is greeted, treated and
directed well. We do this through:
a. C3 Greeters/Guest services. This aspect of the hospitality team serves as the first
contact for all who enter the doors at C3. Greeters should be prepared to identify
new individuals and families and know where to direct them as well as making sure
all of our C3 folks are warmly received as well.
b. C3 Ushers/Servers. Our ushers primary goal is to warmly greet people at the
sanctuary doors, serve communion and gather offering in an effective, worshipful
manner.
c. C3 Porch Sitters. Our porch sitters should be familiar with the resources that we
have available and any current ministry promotions that we are offering. The porch
sitters should be able to speak toward the ministries, mission and vision of C3.
d. C3 Gather Place. Gathering Place team members will help set up, serve and clean
up the coffee area as needed. This may include coffee, snacks, tables, waters…
4. How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected outcomes from it? In what
ways will it please the Boss?
a. One measureable would be the amount of people who make a 2nd, 3rd and long term return
to C3. Another would be less measurable but still apparent and that would be the spirit of
the room on a Sunday morning. Do our people love others? Do they just “circle up” with
their usual friends? Do people know where to find resources and what resources are
available?
b. That anyone who walks through the doors of C3 will know they are valued and are given
every opportunity to know how to Grow, Connect, Serve and Share with us.
c. When people continue to come back and feel like they belong the Kingdom grows and the
Boss is pleased.
5. What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry have a budget last year?
What is the proposed budget this year for this ministry?
a. This ministry will utilize the foyer, Porch, and ½ of the gym.
b. Yes, this ministry had a budget last year.
c. The proposed estimated budget for this16year is $3,000

6. Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master Plan (3 years ago), are
there significant changes proposed for this year? New goals? Expansion or contraction?
a. Not any proposed changes other than trying to get a new normal started and pursuing
excellence in that new normal.
7. Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this ministry.
a. If someone is interested in being part of the Hospitality team there is a Hospitality
Handbook they would be given that clearly outlines the different areas of the ministry. The
individual would be given a chance to review, and pray about which area they feel gifted
and led to serve in. Then they would be fit into the rotation with other team members and
begin “on the job” training.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
June 2021
Area of Ministry: Life Groups
Person Taking Responsibility for this Ministry effort: Jeff Thompson
1. How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it focus on one language more
than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship, Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism,
Discipleship)
a. This ministry strives to give people the opportunity to grow in the Word together as well
as connect with one another through smaller groups on Sunday mornings.
2. Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify it and explain why.
a. The main demographic that this ministry will serve is the adults.
3. Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish? Provide sufficient details that
anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how the ministry functions well enough to know
whether they might volunteer to be a part of it.
a. Life Groups provide people the opportunity to take a step into what we pray becomes a
deeper, more meaningful with Christ. Through a healthy Life Group individuals will have
the opportunity to Grow in their relationship with Christ. Connect with like minded
individuals. Serve alongside one another in the church and/or community. Share the
difference Jesus is making in their lives.
4. How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected outcomes from it? In what
ways will it please the Boss?
a. The success of the Life Group ministry would be found in the connectivity seen in our
congregation. Seeing the percentage of people that attend Life Groups and worship
service come closer together will be a good measurement of the effectiveness of the
ministry. We will also be able to measure the effectiveness by the development of new
groups and leaders.
b. The desired outcome is that all individuals who attend a C3 worship service would also
connect to a Life Group so they can grow closer with Christ and one another.
c. This ministry will please the Boss by giving people the space to grow as deep together
and in His word as they can.
5. What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry have a budget last year?
What is the proposed budget this year for this ministry?
a. This ministry will utilize all the classrooms around the sanctuary as well as the Old Chapel
on Sunday mornings during both worship hours.
b. Yes, this ministry had a budget last year.
c. The proposed budget for 2022 is $3000.
6. Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master Plan (3 years ago), are
there significant changes proposed for this year? New goals? Expansion or contraction?
a. Not any proposed changes other than trying to get a new normal established and
following the lead of the Spirit when a new Life Group is needed.
7. Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this ministry.
a. If someone is interested in becoming a Life Group leader they can contact Jeff and he will
lead them through a training of how to effectively lead a group. For those who just want to
connect to a Life Group as a participant they can also connect with Jeff and he can help
them find a group that may fit their needs.
18

Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
2nd Hour Worship & Creative Arts: Shane Tracy

1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship,
Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship)
- Worship & Creative Arts (including Production) spreads love to the Boss
by helping people connect to the Lord through heart-to-heart communication in
various forms (song, prayer, etc.) and through creative elements inside and
outside of Sunday mornings. My position at C3 in Worship & Creative Arts
focuses mostly on the language of Worship.

2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify
it and explain why?
- Worship focuses mostly on corporate gatherings of the C3 body, mostly
Sunday morning gatherings. Creative Arts does as well, with exception to the
Media side. Our video presence, especially with its current trajectory and
development, seeks to convey what God is doing through our people
throughout the week.

3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that a new member of C3 would get a good idea of
how the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer
to be a part of it.
- Worship & Creative Arts utilizes a variety of expressions in order to
ascribe worth to God - to celebrate who He is and what He’s up to in our midst.
From those who serve on our worship team on stage (singers, instrumentalists,
choirs, etc.), to the many who serve on Production to convey the message of
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God’s Kingdom through technology (camera ops, video switchers, media techs,
sound techs, etc.), it is all under the umbrella of expressing worship to God.

4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
- The word “success” with Worship is tricky. It’s kind of subjective. But I
would see our efforts in Worship & Creative Arts as successful when we can get
to a point where worship, prayer, and the expression of ascribing worth
intimately to God’s heart is valued very highly in our church body. Largely, I can
only encourage hunger for this, though. It is a work of the Spirit. I can only plan
so many worship nights or prayer services, ultimately it’s up to the people if
they want to go deeper with the Father. And so far, I’ve seen little hunger and
fruit from planning more and more worship/prayer events. Seems like it’s a
“you can lead a horse to water, but can’t make it drink” kind of thing.
When people are hungry for change, transformation in our community,
surrender to God’s leading, abandonment of personal pride, vulnerability of
spirit – it will show. The fruit of hunger is God doing big things, but we aren’t at
a place yet where hunger is paramount. We want God to do big things, but are
seldom willing to do the small things to get there. I’m sorry, it may be a harsher
answer than what was asked for, but that’s how I see success in this area.
Largely, we are too ok with where we are.

5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
- Worship & Creative Arts uses the sanctuary, the Production Room, half
of one of the Life Group rooms for storage (Equipment Room), the newly
finished Video Studio, the choir room, and sometimes theLOFT space. The
budget for 2021 was $17,250.
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6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this year? New
goals? Expansion or contraction?
- Worship & Creative Arts is not new, and yes there are significant steps
I’d like to start taking this coming year. We’ve added our Video Studio and plan
to beef up our video presence because I know the power of testimony, and I
know that if we can capture what God is up to in our community through our
people, we can spark something big and beautiful. People will run with a church
that they feel is doing big things, and C3 is doing great things! We just don’t
highlight these things for people to notice, celebrate, buy into and be a part of.
Our Video presence will create this buy in and fan a lot of flames I believe.

7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
- In December of 2020 we did our first semi-annual “All In” training event
for our worship and production volunteers. It was very successful, our people
ate it up. They loved receiving focused seminars and training on their specific
tasks.
When someone is interested in Production, we have them observe the
different positions on a Sunday morning to get a feel for what they might enjoy.
Then they shadow that position in the coming weeks and learn from our team
leaders. Then they are given the reins and our team leader observes them as
they serve.
As for Worship, if someone wants to audition, they may with our panel
audition format on a Thursday night between practices. If they are stage-ready,
I will put them in the rotation. If they aren’t stage-ready, I will work with them
in my Tyro training plan. I will assess their strengths and weaknesses and work
with them personally on getting their weaknesses corrected enough to be stageready.
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Strategic Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
1st hour worship leading: Connie Percifield
1. How does this ministry contribute to speaking love to the Boss? Does it focus on
one language more than the others? Is so, which ones? Why? (adoration;
transformation; companionship; compassion; partnership; the quest)
This ministry focuses primarily on the language of adoration. As people work
together, they also speak the languages of companionship and partnership.
However, since it is preparation for worship, the main focus is adoration.
2. If there is a specific segment of the organization on which this ministry focuses? If
so, please identify it and explain why. (examples: senior saints; musicians; children;
youth; men; women; couples; singles, etc.)
This ministry equips adult musicians to lead worship. The recipients of this
ministry are the 1st hour worshipers. These two groups are the focus of this
ministry.
3. Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
(examples: it feeds and clothes needy people; it prepares and leads weekly worship;
it’s a Bible Study; it aids in the process of divorce recovery, etc.)
This ministry accomplishes the following:
• Music is selected, arranged, and placed into an order that works with the main
idea of the day.
• Adult singers and players meet each Thursday evening for an hour of rehearsal,
and again at 8 am on Sunday mornings to prepare for the 1st hour worship
service.
• When special Sundays require more preparation, it is scheduled as needed.
• Preparations for big events, like the Christmas musical, requires more extensive
preparation… and is scheduled accordingly.
4. How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected outcomes
from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
• This ministry should result in confident, well-prepared worship leaders
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◦ This can be viewed in the archives of previously recorded services.
• Participation by the 1st hour worshippers should help gage the success of this
ministry.
• Having all materials, music, etc. prepared for rehearsals and performances is to
be expected.
• When 1st hour worshippers offer worship in spirit and truth to the Lord Jesus,
this ministry has accomplished its goal!
5. What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry have a
budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this ministry?
• This ministry uses the sanctuary stage on Thursday evenings and Sunday
mornings. It occasionally uses the choir room for private rehearsals.
• The budget for this ministry is watched over by Shane as a part of the total
worship program. See his budget for details.
6. Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in last year’s Master Plan, are
there significant changes proposed for this year? New goals? Expansion or
contraction?
• I am looking into the possibility of pursuing the bells and chimes.
7. Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this ministry.
• Volunteers for this ministry typically start by being a part of our Christmas
Choir; or, one of our special Sunday choirs/ensembles.
• Volunteers are asked to come to Thursday night rehearsals for a time to allow
the leader to find a fit to them; whether playing or singing.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Office Administration: Bethany Tinkel
1. How does this ministry contribute to speaking love to the Boss? Does it focus on
one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Adoration,
Transformation, Companionship, Compassion, Partnership, The Quest)
The office administration of C3 strives to speak love to the Boss daily.
Companionship is spoken to the Boss through serving staff, congregation, and
the community. The office administration staff should be kind and
compassionate to all who walk through the doors. Teaching, encouraging, and
building up should be evident in the way office staff engages with other staff.
2. Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify it
and explain why.
The office serves the C3 staff, the ministry leaders (paid and volunteer) of C3, the
people of C3 and the people of the community.

3. Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient detail that a new member of C3 would get a good idea of how
the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer to be
a part of it.
The church office assists people in becoming Christ-centered in their daily lives by
keeping the flow of information moving. The office serves as an information hub
for the staff of C3 as well as the congregation of C3.

4. How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected outcomes
from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
Success is measured when the people of C3 and the community are informed about
what is happening currently at C3. The people who come into the office should
leave with the information they were seeking and should always be treated with
love, patience, and kindness. Staff, members of C3, and the community should be
confident they will be prioritized and loved when coming into the office.
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5. What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry have a
budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for the ministry?
The church office is housed in the west end of the church commonly known as the
“office complex.” The office administration budget primarily supports the ministry
staff in their effort to bring Christ to the C3 family and the community. Specific
materials are ordered on an “as needed” basis. The budget for office
administration 2021 is $37,000.oo.

6. Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan, are there significant changes proposed for this year? New goals?
Expansion or contraction?
This is not a new ministry, but changes in this ministry have occurred in the last few
years. As well as being an information hub, the office administration staff will serve
to keep the C3 staff “current” and “up to date” on programs and software used
when applicable. The office administration staff strives to be constantly learning
new and more efficient ways to carry out the ministries of C3 and assisting the staff
in being up to date.

7. Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
Volunteers interested in helping in the church office need only to express
interest. After interest is expressed, a discussion would take place to determine
their passion where they would best be useful to the staff, church, and
community. Once this occurs, training would take place.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Missions: Mark & Tammi Linna

1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship,
Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship) The Missions
Committee focuses on sending missionaries out into the world to preach the
gospel. Of course, we try to be good stewards of the money in our budget.
(Evangelism is our language)

2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify
it and explain why?
We focus on Timothy’s. These missionaries are tied to Converse Church of Christ
in some way. We also support other groups and short-term mission trips.

3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that a new member of C3 would get a good idea of
how the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer
to be a part of it.
We support 29 different ministries worldwide with $78,000 annually. 12 of
them are Timothys and they account for 49% of the budget.

4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?
We demonstrate success by giving encouragement/prayer to our missionaries.
We meet with them in person when possible and receive newsletters of their
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progress. The Boss is happy to hear of all the baptisms that these missionaries
have performed over the year.

5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
We utilize one classroom one night per month. Our budget is $78,000 and we
would like to grow it to $80,000, if possible to help the needy missionaries in
the world.

6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this year? New
goals? Expansion or contraction?
This is not a new ministry, we are not anticipating any significant changes,
expansion or contraction.
7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
Willingness to have missions-minded heart is all we require. We attempt to
match a
Committee member to a few missionaries that they can contact, pray for, and
give a more detailed update than their newsletters convey.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
MomLife: Kelly Moses

1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love to the Boss? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why? (Worship,
Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship)

2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so, identify
it and explain why?

3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that anew member of C3 would get a good idea of how
the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might volunteer to be
a part of it.

4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please the Boss?

5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
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6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent Master
Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this year? New
goals? Expansion or contraction?

7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Parish Nurse Program: Diane Hawk, RN

1. How does this ministry connect with and/or help fulfill the mission of CCC? (to
help people become Christ-centered in their daily lives)
By promoting strong bodies and healthy minds, the Parish Nurse program helps
enable Christ-followers to better serve in ministries of the church. We also
offer spiritual support thru prayer.
2. Who does this ministry serve? Or, on what segment of our church or
communities does it focus?
This ministry serves every person who attends CCC who is interested in
participating in the programs offered by the Parish Nurses.
3. What is the basic process involved in carrying out this ministry? (a short
outline ... not detailed)
The basic process involved is to have an area available for the nurses to take
blood pressures every third Sunday each month and also to have a room
available on the third Sundays in April and October to offer lab draws.
4. What resources does this ministry use to effectively function? (does it have a
budget? how many people are involved? does it require use of space (s) in the
church building? Are specific materials ordered and used?)
In the past, as far as I know, the Parish Nurses Program has not had a budget.
This past year we requested the purchase of 4 small tables to use on blood
pressure Sundays and also large index cards and index box to record blood
pressures on and store the cards. We received these items thru funds the
church secretary provided.
There are 5 active commissioned parish nurses involved and one nurse who
has chosen to become inactive at this time.
We require a space to do blood pressures, preferably in the church foyer where
we are a visible entity so people will remember to get their blood pressure
checked and new people will enquire as to what we are offering.
The parish nurses have been commissioned thru a program offer thru Marion
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General Hospital. We have received the necessary medical equipment thru
that program to perform the blood pressure checks. The MGH Parish Nurse
Program has many other resources available for the nurses to borrow for use
in their churches such as Bible study material, infant, child, teen and adult
health materials, etc. I do not foresee needing the purchase of many materials
for use in our program this year other than possibly postage stamps and
sympathy/get well cards to be used by the parish nurses.
5. What specific outcomes are expected from this ministry that demonstrate its
effectiveness? In other words, how is success measured?
The outcome we expect from this ministry is to have a healthier congregation
both physically and spiritually. I feel our program is successful in the fact that
we have seen people become aware of some blood pressure issues or other
health issues they didn't know they had and have sought medical treatment.
Also, we are experiencing more and more people coming to us seeking advice
concerning health and medication issues, and sharing some concerns that we
have been able to pray about with them.
6. Are there any new objectives, goals or events for this ministry in 2017 that were
not included in last year's efforts?
We have not had a meeting to discuss any new goals for this year as of yet.
I will try to schedule a meeting in the near future.
7. Outline the training and assimilation process for new, or inexperienced
volunteers who want to work in this ministry.
Anyone who would want to volunteer to help us would need to speak with one of
the nurses. Anyone who would desire to help with the blood pressure checks
would need to have previous training in taking blood pressures. On rare
occasion we might need some extra help, but that is not a usual occurance.
Any nurse who would want to join the Parish Nurse Program would need to
go thru the Parish Nurse training program offered once a year thru Marion
General Hospital or would have had to already gone thru a parish nurse training
program thru some other organization.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Samaritan Ministries

1. How does this ministry connect with and/or help fulfill the mission of CCC? (to
help people become Christ-centered in their daily lives)
Basic needs are being met by the ministry supplying food and clothing.
Emotional needs are being met by our reaching out to them with prayers, a
listening ear, hugs and concerns. Trust is being formed by our loving
unconditionally. We know they feel God's presence in our building with all the
people He has placed there.
2. Who does this ministry serve? Or, on what segment of our church or community
does it focus?
Oak Hill community is being served. We take referalls from our church family,
schools and community. At Christmas we go outside our area and have a party
for approximately 140 handicapped adults in Marion. We do approximately 1822 shut-ins here in Converse.
3. What is the basic process involved in carrying out this ministry? (a short
outline ... not detailed)
Tuesday mornings we are open from 9am-12 or by appointment for other times.
We receive calls frequently for appointments at our home with an answering
machine. We also have brochures in various places with our information. Calls,
notes and visits are also made to families we are serving.
4. What resources does this ministry use to effectively function? (does it have a
budget? How many people are involved? Does it require use of space(s) in the
church building? Are specific materials ordered and used?)
The only actual budget we have is $116.00 a month from our mission board at
CCC. Funding comes from tithes, special offerings at CCC and the community.
We have never had a budget- God has always provided the means for this (His
ministry) to succeed and to continue to serve His people.
5. What specific outcomes are expected from this ministry that demonstrate its
effectiveness? In other words, how is success measured?
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One life at a time. The opportunity to serve and plant seeds into those that come
in for help, and by knowing that God's Word does not come back void, and by
our faith and our trusting Him, we know we have his perfect success.
6.

Are there any new objectives, goals or events for this ministry in 2017 that were
not included in last year's efforts?
We are checking on those who have been in for a while to make sure they're
okay and if they have needs that we can help with. We are zeroing in on their
needs at home of those that come in. We're hugging them and making it very
personable. Encouraging them with prayers, cards and calls. We are praying
together over all the needs of the ministry, as well as the personal needs of the
Samaritan ministry staff. We are being very intentional about all of this in 2017.

7.

Outline the training and assimilation process for new, or inexperienced
volunteers who want to work in this ministry.
Basically - stocking food and clothing items in the designated areas. Filling out
cards for the families that we serve. Keeping confidentiality, loving
unconditionally, praying for those that come in for assistance. Praying that Christ
will be seen very clearly in and throughout the whole Samaritan ministry.
This ministry totally relies on God's directions, provisions, and decisions. Not
ours or mans, but the person of the Holy Spirit that is living within us.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Building & Grounds: Brent Newhouse/Greg Warnock

1. How does this ministry connect with and/or help fulfill the mission of CCC? (to
help people become Christ-centered in their daily lives)
By providing living quarters for our staff so their efforts can be directed toward their service here at
CCC.

2. Who does this ministry serve? Or, on what segment of our church or
communities does it focus?
Currently, with 2 parsonages, we serve 2 staff and their families of CCC. Both parsonages are within
the Converse community which is a plus for the being active in the community. At this time, it is I
believe, the desire to not increase number of housing units for our staff.

3. What is the basic process involved in carrying out this ministry? (a short
outline ... not detailed)
Be uon caw 2417 to serve the needs of our staff residing in the parsonages; (not a all 2417 as our
sfaff is very generous at treating their residence as their own I) be able to work within big guidelines
to solve any issue; basically be a communicated and facilitator when something is needed.

4. What resources does this ministry use to effectively function? (does it have a
budget? how many people are involved? does it require use of space (s) in the
church building? Are specific materials ordered and used?
BIG does have monies budgeted in the church budget to do the routine items; if outside the budget
it goes to board for approval; BIG is a committee of 8-12 people caring for church property with one
contact for parsonages; many individuals are involved behind the scenes. John Clark and Kerry
Highley are vital to this group in many ways. No space needed for parsonage portion, and materials
are ordered if and when needed. Small items such as light bulbs are normally available from church
building supplies.

5. What specific outcomes are expected from this ministry that demonstrate its
effectiveness? In other words, how is success measured?
We are expected to provide safe and adequate housing to meet the needs of our staff. Are we
effective?? Good question as far as effectiveness, but in the past communication is key to do what
is needed to keep properties up to date and satisfactory for our staff. My tenure as a fill in lead in
big is that our parsonages are very adequate in meeting the need.
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6. Are there any new objectives, goals or events for this ministry in 2017 that were
not included in last year's efforts?
For this year, as far as parsonages, Im only aware of some minor landscape changes at Johns
property and some general maintenance (window repair I painting/etc.) at the Ohio street property.
We have done away with the idea of a privacy fence at the patio of the parsonage on Ohio. We have
just recently updated master bath at the Ohio street property.

7. Outline the training and assimilation process for new, or inexperienced
volunteers who want to work in this ministry.
Training? Best description I have is that a person must be willing and have a desire to be a
servant! I guess I'd say a giving attitude; the ability to work with others; the ability to
communicate with not only staff but volunteers; the ability to serve as needed; and the ability to be
able to organize people and solve the everyday housing issues that we all have/
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Comfort Quilters: Deb Mann
1. We are calling our ministry Comfort Quilters. Our mission is to make lap
quilts that can be given to those who are grieving to show His love by coming
along side them in their sorrow. The other aspect of our ministry that we are
excited about is multi-generational fellowship while creating the quilts.
2. We are open to anyone who wants to participate. Those who are members of
our church as well as those who are not. Male or female of any age. We will
have trained knowledgeable people to help the process flow and to also teach
those who want to learn sewing techniques. No one will work alone but will
always be alongside at least one other person to promote fellowship.
3. We will be meeting on the third Tuesday of each month. We will be setting up
in the gym with the potential layout of 4 areas that could each produce 1-2
quilts depending on how many people we have attending. The set up will
consist of 18 stations of different skill levels so that everyone who is interested
will be able to participate.
4. Our success will be measured in that we have people willing to come
alongside us in creating the quilts and also in that the quilt's recipient feels His
love and comfort extended by the hands of His people.
5. We will need the gym to setup. It is an extensive set up! We have done one
trial setup with John Hueston with plans for a second run through on July 27th.
It would be helpful if we could set up on Monday to be ready for Tuesday's work
day. Our plan is to recruit help w both set up and tear down so it is not so much
work for John. All other equipment, sewing machines, rotary cutters and cutting
mats, irons and ironing boards, would be carried in by those participating.
As of right now, we do not have a proposed budget. Our hope is that fabric for
the quilt tops will be donated but we could potentially need money to cover the
cost of the quilt batting and backing. With coupons that would be in the $300.00
range for apx 20 quilts.
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We will also need guidance on how best to reach out to people to inform an
invite them in to this ministry.
6. This is a new ministry.
7. At this point we are working on making this process as smooth as possible to
be able to plug people in at a station they are comfortable with to start at and
then to potentially move to any other area they would be interested in learning.
Our steering committee started with Miranda Brookshire, Tori Middlesworth,
Rebekah (Brown) Haynes, Alisha Maple, Angie Thompson, Sharon Harmon, Jan
Harts and myself. We plan to have 10 more people at our July meeting to run
through the process and make adjustments for another meeting in August with
yet more people. Our plan is to have all the bugs worked out as much as
possible by our first official work day in September.
I have come across a saying that goes along the line of 'Friendship shared is joy
multiplied and grief divided.' which is also what God says in 1 Cor 12:26 "If one
member suffers, all suffer together; if one member is honored,all rejoice
together." I feel that in and through this ministry we can come together in
fellowship to get to know each other better and enjoy our time together as we
work toward the larger goal of being the hands and feet of Christ as we offer
comfort to those who are grieving the loss of their loved one.
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity of creating this ministry to do that. I
am available for any other questions you may have.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Funeral Dinner Ministry: Mindy Trimble

1. How does this ministry connect with and/or help fulfill the mission of CCC? (to
help people become Christ-centered in their daily lives)
It connects with families in their time of need. We are loving on those that don't
really feel loved or don't have a relationship with Jesus. We show them love by
way of food, prayers and offer a place where they can grieve their loss and
receive love and grace.
2.

Who does this ministry serve? Or, on what segment of our church or community
does it focus?
This ministry is an outward expression of God's love to others. It also introduces
non-CCC'ers to the church - with the hope they will see a loving community and
want to attend and become part of CCC. For the CCC family - it's a time to
show His love during a very difficult time.

3. What is the basic process involved in carrying out this ministry? (a short
outline ... not detailed)
Family members and/or funeral directors contact the church to set up visitation
and funeral services depending on availability of facilities. The schedule and flow
of events is determined at that time. We provide a meal for families before or
after the funeral service - usually having food items donated/provided by others
and have servers/kitchen help prepare, serve and clean up. A menu is decided
on and placed on the Funeral Dinner Facebook page for volunteers to sign up.
4. What resources does this ministry use to effectively function? (does it have a
budget? How many people are involved? Does it require use of space(s) in the
church building? Are specific materials ordered and used?)
The 2017 budget has a $200 line item for Funeral Ministries. Throughout the
year donations are received to offset the cost of this ministry. Facilities used are
generally the Sanctuary, Foyer, Christian Life Center, Coffee Center and Room
21.
5. What specific outcomes are expected from this ministry that demonstrate its
effectiveness? In other words, how is success measured?
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Expected outcomes are when families are able to focus on their loss and not be
concerned with details. Success is measured by the "Thanks You's" received,
were we willing to serve, did we make them feel loved, did they feel God's
presence?
6. Are there any new objectives, goals or events for this ministry in 2017 that were
not included in last year's efforts?
Working with Buildings and Grounds to update the Facilities Use brochure to
better inform families and funeral homes of the church's expectations and
limitations.
7.

Outline the training and assimilation process for new, or inexperienced
volunteers who want to work in this ministry.
Anyone who would like to be a part of this team is welcomed. No experience is
needed, just show a willingness to serve and show God's love.
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Strategic Plan Ministry Questionnaire
July 2021
Library: Lou Ann Agness & Jenny Horner

1) How does this ministry contribute to spreading love for the Lord? Does it
focus on one language more than others? If so, which ones? Why?
(Worship,, Fellowship, Stewardship, Service, Evangelism, Discipleship)
The C3 Library fiction section has many examples of Christian struggles and
growth in Christ. The nonfiction section helps reader grow in Biblical
knowledge. We probably focus most on evangelism and discipleship. Our goal
is to help readers grow in their love of Christ and their Christian walk.

2) Is there a specific segment of C3 on which this ministry focuses? If so,
identify it and explain why?
The library is open to all but tends to be utilized most by Bible students,
lesson leaders and women. We have many resources for Bible study. The older
women have more time to read and wish to immerse in Godly literature.

3) Briefly outline the functionality of this ministry. What does it accomplish?
Provide sufficient details that a new member of C3 would get a good idea
of how the ministry functions well enough to know whether they might
volunteer to be a part of it.
A 12 member committee operates the library. We order and process books.
Each week, a member shelves used books and organizes the library. We have
one committee meeting a year and two or three workdays to keep the library
current.
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4) How will success be measured in this ministry? What are the expected
outcomes from it? In what ways will it please our Lord?
Success is measured by usage and growth. We hope that the users will
increase in their biblical knowledge and grow in their Christian walk. God is
always honored when we grow.

5) What are the building use requirements of this ministry? Did this ministry
have a budget last year? What is the proposed budget this year for this
ministry?
The library uses and maintains the library room by the main offices. Last
year’s budget was $1000. We would like to continue with that amount.

6) Is this a new ministry? If this ministry was included in the most recent
Master Plan (3 years ago), are there significant changes proposed for this
year? New goals? Expansion or contraction?
This is not a new ministry. We have turned the children’s books over to the
children ministers and we discontinued CDs. The children will use the books
more in their area and CD’s are no longer popular. We are focusing on Godly
literature, Bible references and Christian education. We are in the process of
weeding outdated materials and increasing shelf space.

7) Briefly outline the training plan for incorporating new volunteers into this
ministry.
Each new member trains with a committee member until they feel confident
to work alone.
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